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MEANWHILE,
BACK AT THE

RANCH …
I

t’s Sunday afternoon, and Linda and I
are currently on a flight headed from
Frankfurt to Denver. At the moment
we’re directly over Edinburgh, soon to
head out over the Atlantic Ocean. It’s
unusually bumpy right now, making typing
on my laptop an amusing chore because
every other word is misspelled as my fingers try to hit the right keys. There’s 8.5
By Geoffrey Hoppe
hours left in our flight, plenty of time to
write my article for the June issue. Jean
will be patiently waiting for it tomorrow
morning, and of course I’ll be waiting to review her article. She and I are a lot
alike in this way. We both wait until the last minute to write our articles, and
we both write better when we’re under pressure. Good thing I’m trapped on
an airplane.
How do I explain the events we just completed – the Master’s Guide workshop in Bergen, Norway and the Threshold in Middelfart, Denmark? I tried
and I can’t. We’ll publish some of the attendee comments at the Shoud but
I simply don’t have the words. The collaboration between Shaumbra and
Adamus is going to bold new levels these days. We are actually coming into
Realization. It’s not something in the distant future, nor a carrot in front of the
horse. We’re doing it, and it’s particularly evident at the live gatherings.
Adamus Saint-Germain made a surprising statement during the recent
Threshold event. Now, a few days later, it starts to make sense given the current trajectory of the Crimson Circle.
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He made it known to the Threshold group that he’s “not taking any new
students.” He was talking about the current focus of the work and said that
he personally worked with everyone who considers themselves Shaumbra
back in the Mystery Schools. His age-old commitment, he noted, was to
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personally work with all of the former Mystery School
members – every step of the way – until they come into
their Realization.
“This is no place for new ones, the ones just coming
into their awakening,” he remarked. “We’ve come too far
in these past few years. It would be too overwhelming for
them without the benefit of realizations that come from
the Sexual Energies School, Ancestral Freedom, Wound
of Adam, Aspectology™, the Master’s Life series and
everything we’ve done in the Shouds. They would actually hold back the work we are doing together.”

He continued, “Our relationship goes back to the
Mystery Schools of the 13th – 17th centuries. It forms the
basis for our current work, which is why there is such ease
and familiarity when we get together now. The Crimson
Circle didn’t start from zero; we started with a strong connection and momentum from the past. From the very first
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Shoud with you in September 2009 I have been with you
every step of the way.
“Our work is too mature to take on those who are just
waking up. Within the next few years we are going to see
many realized Shaumbra. You are setting the path for others to follow in, with a tremendous wealth of information
about your journey and your stories. It will become a living, conscious library for awakening humans, but trying to
accommodate them now while diving into our Realization
work is too disparate. Anyone is welcome to read or view
our materials, but I can only personally be available to
those who now consider themselves Shaumbra, those
who have been together in the
Mystery Schools.”
Adamus’ statement makes
sense because several months
ago he shared a glimpse of the
future for the Crimson Circle
work. He said we wouldn’t
see any noticeable growth for
the next 3–5 years, that this
would be a time of dedicated
attention to Shaumbra as many
begin allowing their Embodied
Realization. It would be a time
of learning to live the Ahmyo
life, of handling the challenges
of staying on Earth (i.e. other
people, traffic, politics, etc.),
rejuvenating our bodies, and
learning to let energy serve us.
Then, as Shaumbra come into
their mastery this will naturally
attract many new people, and
that will be the Third Era of the
Crimson Circle (the First Era
being with Tobias, the Second
Era being with Adamus.) These
new people will come from all
walks of life, from all over the
world. They will be the ones
who couldn’t find answers in churches or ashrams, or
simply said “no more” to the constant merry-go-round
of karma and lifetimes. Of course, the Crimson Circle
will also attract those just seeking energy and power, but
they will either learn from our truths or they will be turned
away by our “no-more” attitudes.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch (meaning within the
Crimson Circle organization), we were already working to improve our internal systems. We had a major
website and e-commerce technology overhaul within
the past few years, costing in the neighborhood of
$200,000. We had also embarked on an expensive but
much needed data base technology update, something
that will be finished later this summer. We recently
updated the studio with new equipment as well as a
new stage set. We’ve always done a good job of keeping our technology up-to-date, but now we have a new
passion for getting everything ready for the growth
Adamus talks about in the coming years.
Our financial systems are quite impressive for a relatively small company. While many companies our size use
software packages like QuickBooks, we use a version of
the SAP enterprise-level accounting software, something
used by large corporations. We pay our bills weekly, we
have no debt, and we’ve been through two major IRS tax
audits without a single change. In addition, Linda and I
have put 100% of our personal assets into a Trust for the
Crimson Circle to assure its sustainability in the future.
One of the biggest
projects we’re working
on is to catalog the huge
library of content from
the past 18 years. There
are over 230 Shouds in
the Channel Library, 174
individual products in the
Crimson Circle store with
1143 translations, nearly
200 Keahak sessions, 9
Advanced Studies courses,
transcripts and recordings
from over 400 workshops,
7 Master’s Life episodes,
plus many other miscellaneous recordings. We estimate the Crimson Circle
library has the equivalent
of over 150,000 pages of
material, not including
thousands of translations. Currently it’s cataloged by
date, event type and title, but we’re working on a better way to manage this written and spoken history of
the Shaumbra journey. No small task is this! We want

people to be able to search and study the library in a
variety of other user-friendly ways.
All of this is in preparation for the Third Era of Crimson
Circle. It might happen in a few years, maybe as long as
five years. It’s the time when many new ones will learn
about a group of dedicated, courageous humans who
call themselves Shaumbra. They’ll read about how this
group started at the turn of the millennium, how they
followed their knowingness into embodied Realization in
spite of losing much of their old lives, and how they came
to be called Masters at one of the most crucial times in
the planet’s history.
While Linda and I are meeting and sharing precious
moments with Shaumbra in our travels, everything back
at the ranch is being cared for, improved and streamlined
by the amazing Crimson Circle staff. The work is overseen
by Alain Bolea, someone many of you don’t know or
haven’t seen because of his quiet, patient presence, but
he’s the one who helps keep the staff amazing. Linda and
I couldn’t do it without him and the staff. The team is truly
in service to Shaumbra, and now they’re preparing for the
Third Era of the Crimson Circle. We’ve been on the road

for most of the past two months and can rest easy knowing that everything is being handled back at the ranch.
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FEATURED EVENTS
ONLINE

REGISTER NOW! – SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL ONLINE
Online • June 15–17, 2018
We always recommend that you take this life-changing class with certified
teachers. However, if that is difficult for you, this is an opportunity to attend
the Sexual Energies School online, hosted live by Geoffrey and Linda. Multiple
sessions with Tobias and Adamus, as well as guided personal experiences.
MORE INFO

MAGIC OF THE MASTERS
Bled, Slovenia • October 6–7, 2018
Get out your red scarves and magic hats – it’s time for another big Shaumbra celebration! We’re calling it Magic of the Masters because it’s by and for Shaumbra
Masters who are allowing their light to shine. This year will feature channels
from Adamus and Kuthumi, as well as presentations from
Shaumbra who are moving energy, breaking through the
MORE INFO
barriers and allowing their embodied Realization.

THE AHMYO RETREAT
Kona, Hawaii, USA • February 9–13, 2019
“Ahmyo” means “the good life, the Master’s life of ease and grace” when the
I Am begins integrating with the human. Mental choices are replaced with
Master choices and the wisdom of the soul becomes available to the human.
Simply put, it’s a “change of management” from a human
with limited perspectives to a Master with freedom.
MORE INFO

THE THRESHOLD
Kona, Hawaii • February 18–22, 2019
The Threshold is a premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus SaintGermain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to Adamus, our journey on the spiritual path has encompassed many lifetimes, but now we hesitate
at the threshold of the realization of enlightenment.
MORE INFO
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OTE :
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• CCCC – Cr imso n Circle Con n e ction C e n te r, Lou isville , C ol ora d o
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MASTERS

O

ver the years I have become more and more sensitive, as I am sure many of you
have also. As we become more integrated with our Master self and our consciousness expands, the human aspect becomes more aware of everything. I think the
human aspect is perhaps going back to its original sensitive state which we have suppressed
or dulled down over many lifetimes in order to cope with the density of the energy of Earth.
As we are now opening to all that we are and inviting the Master self in, we are allowing our
sensitivities to expand in order to enjoy the full experience of life on Earth. For many of us,
this is our last lifetime and we want to experience life fully. Allowing our sensitive and sensual
nature to open up is a main part of this.
There are times when being very sensitive can certainly be extremely enjoyable; for example, tapping into the love I have for myself or the feeling of love from another. I love the
sensation of a hug from a loved one or just holding hands. I also love feeling the energies of
nature and, in particular, I love the sensations of being near the ocean. I also love feeling into
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the consciousness of nature anywhere, such as the mountains that are around me
while I type this. For me, these states can become bliss-like and certainly some
of the most delightful aspects of being very sensitive. It can be fun to feel into
the consciousness of whatever I choose, then take a breath and come back to
my own awareness.
Over the years I have come to understand that my sensitivities tend to
increase slowly over time in a manner which my human self can cope with. This
is something that my human doesn’t need to and indeed cannot control, and I
have learned to completely trust my Master self to guide and allow this natural
process and unfolding. I think as we open more to our natural sensitivities, we
are allowing more of the integration process and ultimately allowing our
realisation. I believe that, because we have chosen to stay, our sensitivities
unfold gradually and only at a level we can cope with, so that staying on
Earth does not become overwhelming. I also trust my human and Master
to be able to cope with any situation I place myself in.
I believe that being so sensitive is also protective for us. I use my sensitivity all the time to ensure the best experience for my human self. This may
be as simple as feeling into a taxi driver’s energy or a place I was thinking
of visiting, to see if I feel safe. No doubt many of you do this automatically
now, although I think it’s good to recognise this ability, for by doing so it is
strengthened and reinforced. I personally do this with everything now. For
By Rebecca Zuh
instance, when it comes to food and drink, I will feel into my body to see
what it would like and whether the food feels of a nice energy or vibration
for me to eat it. Being sensitive used to feel like a negative to me, but over
time, I have changed my perception to see this in a more positive light, even
though there are still challenges.
Through using many of the strategies mentioned below, I am able to manage
myself in any situation, whether it be a busy airport, city centre or being close
to a person experiencing a strong emotion such as anger. There are still challenging times, but they usually last only for a few minutes or an hour or so now,
rather than a whole day. In the past, my sensitivities led me to withdraw from
people and situations, whereas now I feel free to experience any situation I want
to, trusting and knowing that I’ll be able to cope with it. These strategies have
become habits which quickly enable me to return to my ‘I am’ consciousness,
and I will use different ones depending on how I feel and the individual situation.
As I am sure many of you can relate to, I have become very sensitive to things
in my immediate environment such as technology, electricity, smells and sounds,
and also to the broader environment around me and even, on a wider scale,
mass consciousness. I am currently in the foothills of the Himalayas in McLeod
Ganj, a beautiful scenic area filled with the sweet energy of the monks, nuns and
the Dalai Lama. In only a moment, I can feel into this gentle spiritual energy, the
energy of the mountains, or the staff at the hotel. I can feel into the high street
in an instant, and sense how busy it is and whether I feel like going out there. I
can sense into the weather and feel if it might rain, etc. I am learning to use my
sensitivities to my advantage by feeling into places ahead of time, if they feel
safe or busy, and whether I would like to go there.
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I do limit my exposure to mass consciousness, choosing to not watch television or listen to the radio. My
human aspect used to believe it had some responsibility
to keep up with current affairs, but we are only informed

me, even though my human mind would like to know
how it works, this is not required.
Here are the strategies I have developed to help myself
manage these sensitivities:

NOISE
Being increasingly sensitive to noise, the more sounds
I am exposed to, the more stressed I can feel. However,
spending time in silence usually helps balance this out.
If you are exposed to a lot of intermittent sounds, hearing a louder and constant sound over top of the noise
can assist. An example of this would be having the air
conditioning on to drown out other sounds in a noisy
hotel. A constant background sound can sometimes
assist you in performing familiar tasks more quickly.
However, if you are completing new or complex tasks,
background sound may make it more difficult. I find it
assists me to be aware of the quantity and volume of
all sounds in my environment and reduce unnecessary
ones as much as possible. If I really need to concentrate
and am not able to reduce external sounds, I will use
ear plugs. It is also good to remember that our human
self can actually desensitise to sounds we are continually
exposed to.
of select and biased news depending on where we live.
I also remind myself that the “news” has nothing to do
with me. I know the world is going through it’s transition
and there are world events happening continually, but I
don’t need to know about or be involved in the drama
that comes with them. I haven’t watched television for
about 12 years now and don’t miss it. I also limit my exposure by unfollowing people and news feeds that engage
in this drama. I know – and have experienced – that if I
need to know about something, I will be informed.
One of my main challenges has been being out in
public and dealing with other people’s energy, and in
the past I would simply avoid going out. However, one
of my passions is to see the world, so I have developed
strategies for managing this, though they will no doubt
continue to evolve. I have also drawn on my studies and
experience with psychology to develop these tools. I
believe there is a science behind some of the methods
I use, although I don’t need to understand exactly how
they work. I trust my intuition and if something assists

10
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BALANCING
As I am sure many of you do instinctively, I have
learned the importance of balancing my time alone
against my time with others. I personally prefer at least
one hour of silence in the morning before I speak to
anyone. This is my time for connecting to my Master
Self and for self-care. I often wake around 4:00 a.m.,
so usually have several hours before my partner wakes.
Without this time, I can feel the difference in myself and
my stress level. I also like to have a walk or run alone
in silence every morning and have found this vital to
retaining my sense of balance and calmness.

CONNECTING
Before leaving the house, I spend a few minutes consciously inviting in my Master Self. This feels better if
I am completely alone, looking out the window at the
beauty of the day. I spend a few moments feeling my

‘I am’ and that I exist, and taking a few deep breaths. I
also remind myself that I am grounded, just by saying
this to myself. It is a technique that can be used any time
throughout the day if my energy feels unbalanced, and I
immediately feel much better.

ADJUSTING
I usually don’t go out to a busy place if I have just listened to uplifting music or a Shoud, for example. These
make me feel very ‘open’ and more susceptible to feeling
other people’s energy. If I need to go somewhere, I will
have a quick sleep to ‘close’ my energy again. Similarly,
after being out in public, I have found that a brief sleep,
perhaps only 10 minutes, will completely rejuvenate me.
If you lay in bed and count slowly to 10 in your mind
while scanning the body for tense muscles and relaxing
them, it is an effective technique to relax the mind and
body, and to help you fall asleep quickly. Allow thoughts
to come and go, resisting the tendency to ‘grab’ onto
them or follow them with another thought. This is from
the mindfulness school of psychology where we allow all
thoughts and be the observer of them rather than analysing. Remembering your dreams from the night before
and allowing these images to come back to your mind
will also make it easier to fall asleep.

release that which is not mine. I believe my resilience is
increasing as my self-care and self-love increases.

SELF-CARE
Listening to my body and keeping track of my own
needs is important. Approximately every two weeks I
need about a whole day to myself with limited human
interaction, including social media and email. This
always re-energises me and helps me feel centred. I
have learned to value my needs over others and prioritise this time alone if required. This has been a large
part of my journey towards self-love.

DISCERNMENT
If someone is standing close to me, I can choose to feel
into their consciousness or not. If I feel into someone’s
energy, it doesn’t ‘stick’ as I know it isn’t mine. As soon
as I move away from the person, take a few breaths and
give myself space, the feeling of their energy lifts quickly
and I return to me. This is essential in discerning what is
mine and what is not. If I suddenly feel sad or angry for no
apparent reason, it may be because I have picked up on
someone else’s emotional state who has been near me or

PAUSING
If I have several places to go, I will sleep or relax
in my car for a few minutes between appointments, using some of the techniques mentioned
above. I am also learning to do this out in public
with my eyes open. I count to 10 slowly, while
allowing my attention to focus in the centre of my
forehead and allow dream imagery to rise in my
consciousness. This seems to ‘close’ my energy
down quickly if needed.

CLEANSING
Having a shower or just splashing water on my face
also assists greatly after being out in public. This seems
to ‘cleanse’ the energies of being out around mass consciousness. I will also repeat the brief exercise where
I stand near a window and take a few deep breaths,
connect to my ‘I am’ and consciously remind myself to

is thinking of me. I can clear this quickly by taking a few
breaths and simply stating “I clear that which is not mine.”
It helps my energy re-balance quickly, but I do have to be
vigilant with this. In the past I have experienced a ‘bad
mood’ for a length of time before realising it wasn’t my
emotional state but another’s.
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COMPASSION
It is useful to remember that taking on someone else’s sadness or anger doesn’t
help them at all. This can be challenging when it is someone you care about.
However, I remind myself that ultimate compassion is allowing people to experience whatever they are choosing. If you feel drawn to listen, offer advice or refer
them to an appropriate agency, I suggest doing it once only. If your energy is well
balanced and you have cleared a lot of your own issues, your energy will feel very
pleasant to be around and can be uplifting for others. However, listening to people
repeat negative self-defeating stories assists neither them nor you.

CHANGE
When you change a pattern and start to value your needs over others, people
don’t tend to like this. I remind myself it’s nothing to do with me and a person may
stay in a certain pattern if they choose. However, it is not honouring myself or them
by continuing to participate. When people are stuck in these patterns, they don’t
tend to hear direct challenges because it is a leap in consciousness for which they
are not ready, and they usually become defensive. It is much more effective to
change your behaviour. For example, I would reduce contact with a person if they
are always repeating negative self-defeating stories when you speak to them. It is
more effective to send a message through your behaviour that you are not going
to listen to that story again, rather than stating it directly. They will usually move on
to someone else who will tolerate their pattern. This can be challenging as people
drift away, even though you are helping them by no longer tolerating that kind of
relationship. They may or may not move back into your life when changes are made.
The important thing is releasing them and caring for yourself.

VISUALISATION
Another good technique can be visualisations to rebalance your energy. The brain
doesn’t differentiate between imagination and reality in its’s processing, so visualising something can give you the same feeling as if you are actually engaged in the
task. For example, ideally, I would walk in nature to rebalance my energy, preferably
by the ocean, but this is not always possible. However, I can imagine I am walking
by the ocean with nearly the same benefit. You can do this with your eyes open or
closed. Simply imagine what all your basic physical human senses would experience
in this situation, spending a few moments on each sense. For example, imagine the
feeling of the sunlight on your face, the smell of the fresh salty air of the ocean,
see the colours of the ocean, hear the sound of the waves, etc. Imagining the cool
sensation of the water on your bare feet can help you feel grounded.

REMEMBER
If you are feeling unbalanced, you can recall a positive or happy memory.
Choose a favourite memory and allow yourself to go fully into it and spend time
feeling into all the physical sensations that were present. ‘Playing’ this memory
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over in your mind will stimulate the same positive emotional state in you today as
it did in the past and lift your mood.

OBSERVE
If you are feeling anxious you can use a labelling technique where you slowly
go through all your physical human senses one by one, ‘labelling’ what you are
feeling/seeing/hearing, etc., in the present moment. State to yourself, out loud or
in your mind, several items for each sense. For example, if you are sitting at home
you could state, “I see the furniture, the walls, the floor, I feel the seat, my feet on
the floor,’ etc. (For this exercise, focus on what you perceive outside your body).
As this is a labelling technique, don’t infer anything is positive or negative, just
notice exactly where you are and what you are doing. This is essentially a distraction technique and will slow your breathing down and calm anxiety.

MUSIC
I also use music to assist in rebalancing my energy. Music can completely
change your emotional state. If you have been around someone who is sad, for
instance, and have picked their emotion, you can listen to your favourite uplifting
song and this will help you rebalance your own energy.

I hope you will find some of these strategies
and tools useful to you, for they have assisted
me over the years to embrace my sensitives
and enjoy being here fully in the experience of
life on Earth as an awakened being.

Rebecca lives in South Australia, Adelaide,
having moved from the UK at 21 years of age.
She loves to travel; it is one of her passions in
life and reasons to stay on Earth. Rebecca has
worked in many areas in this life, from fast food
restaurants to garden centers to child care and
for the last 13 years as a clinical psychologist.
She loves to dance and has also worked as a semi-professional dancer. Currently
travelling across India and Europe with her husband Steve, Rebecca offers
online coaching and information downloads at www.rzlifecoach.com. She can be
contacted here.
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KEAHAK VIII

REGISTER NOW FOR KEAHAK VIII

KEAHAK: ON THE
ROAD TO REALIZATION
LAST CALL FOR REGISTRATION!

Here’s a quick look at some of the benefits you receive by participating in Keahak:

14

•

Twice-monthly (or more) rendezvous with Adamus

•

Very personal and transformational year-long experience

•

Insight and profound sessions with Adamus

•

Monthly Living in Keahak with Dr. Douglas Davies and Linda Benyo

•

Worldwide online community – for participants only

•

No prerequisites to participate; no need to have been in previous Keahak programs

•

Payment plans available (at no additional charge)
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Keahak can profoundly support and enhance your journey, all
for much less than a Starbuck’s coffee per day! The vast majority of current Keahakers are graduates from previous Keahak
programs, a testament to the ever-deepening benefit of this
personal journey with Adamus.
MORE INFO

REGISTER NOW! Applications close June 15, 2018
Introduction session: July 1
First regular session: July 14
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PUT THE C O L O R
BACK IN YOUR LIFE

SES ONLINE

June 15–17, 2018
Ever wonder why life just seems to drain the life out of you sometimes?
Or why certain people leave you feeling exhausted? Do you feel that
maybe it’s time to finally, once and for all, get over that past trauma that
haunts you? The Sexual Energies School with Tobias and Adamus SaintGermain will answer these questions and so much more.
It’s called “Sexual Energies School” because it deals with the ancient
imbalance between the masculine and feminine energies. As these grew
more and more separate over time, the result was a “consciousness virus”
that’s now in every part of human life. If you’ve ever been a victim of
physical, mental and psychic abuse, this school will help you to understand
the insidious nature of your experiences and help you to go beyond the
trauma and stuck energies. If you’re ready to get out of power games, victim dynamics, mental fog, depression, chronic imbalance and many other
depleting situations, Sexual Energies School is for you.

16
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Hosted live
by Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe
• View live from the comfort of
your home
• 10 days access to video
• 90 days access to text e-reader
• Only offered 2 times per year
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

i

CC TIPS
Monthly tips to help you make the most of your Crimson Circle online experience

SHARING WITH SHAUMBRA

In our Internet-connected world, customer
Reviews and Ratings are more important than
ever. When you make an online purchase,
one of the most important factors is what
other customers say about the product you
are contemplating.
Please consider helping other Shaumbra by
rating and commenting on the items you’ve
purchased from Crimson Circle over the
years. To do this, go to the Crimson Circle
Store, find your item (type the full or partial
title in the Search box and hit Enter), and click
on the Ratings & Reviews tab just below the
product image.
With gratitude from Shaumbra everywhere!
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A
LATE-NIGHT
VISIT
MASTER G & THE GARBAGE TRUCK

I

sat up in bed with a jolt. It was the middle of the night, and I had been awakened by strange beeping sounds. Where were they coming from? What was
going on? Was it some alarm in the house? Electronics going crazy? What?
Confused and annoyed, I got out of bed and started wandering around, trying to
figure it out, until I realized the sounds were coming from outside. Walking to the
front patio, I couldn’t believe my eyes. Someone was in a huge truck, reversing
it into the parking spot right in front of our house! It was a garbage truck, beep
– beep – beep – beep! Come on, it’s the middle of the night! Already unhappy
about being awake, I was getting really pissed about the whole noisy commotion.
I walked over to where I could see into the cab of the truck, but the windows were
dark and I couldn’t quite see the driver. Suddenly the vehicle came to a stand-still,
the beeping stopped, and the engine turned off. I opened the screen door and
shouted angrily, “What the hell are you doing here in the middle of the night?”
Silence. Nothing happened as I stood there in a moment rather awkward stillness. Then I heard the cab window open. Although it was dark, I could just make
out the silhouette of the driver, a man wearing a turban, looking over to me. After
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few more moments of silence, I finally heard a voice, thick with a very typical
Indian accent.
“Excuse me, sir, is this Alon Street 49?”
Still angry, I shouted back, “Yes, it is; but what the hell are you thinking?
Who told you to come here in the middle of the night?”
He didn’t seem to notice my anger. “Day or night, night or day, does it
really matter?” His voice was far too cheerful for my mood. “You
humans are so fixated on this time issue. Isn’t every moment perfect and exquisite? Anyway, I’ve come to collect your garbage.
And good thing,” he added, “because it really smells!”
The strange man opened the door, climbed down from his
truck and walked towards me. “Master G, right? I’m Kuthumi
lal Singh. Adamus announced my coming a few weeks ago, if
I remember correctly. It’s been a long drive and I really would
appreciate a nice warm cup of chai. Would you be so kind?”
Standing there in my pajamas, I felt as if I’d been transported
into some other realm. “Is this really happening?” I muttered to
myself and invited the peculiar Indian man into the house. We
went to the kitchen and I motioned to make himself comfortable
while I prepared the tea.

By Gerhard Fankhauser

“Real chai, please, with milk and sugar,” he said, settling onto the couch in
the typical Indian half lotus position. Waiting for the water to boil, I heard him
humming some romantic Bollywood melody.
A few of my wits had returned and I suddenly remembered my wife in the
other room. “Einat is sleeping,” I said. “Let’s go out to the music temple.”
I picked up the tray, now filled with tea and cookies, and he followed me
through the garden into our beautiful pagoda. It is a sacred space that we
built for music practice, lessons and workshops. He paused for a moment,
noticing the Indian style decorations. “Very, very nice,” he said, and settled
himself on one of the cushions.
And there we were, sitting in the dim light of a few candles at an ungodly
hour, sipping our tea and staring at each other.
Finally he spoke again. “Yes, yes, very nice, very nice. But let’s get back to
the point of my visit; your garbage. What’s going on? What happened lately?
I guess there must be some reason they sent me.”
I sighed deeply, my annoyance almost involuntarily slipping away. “There
are so many things, I really don’t know where to start,” I replied. “It’s been
quite a ride.”
“What happened with Yoham?” he asked. This was definitely someone who
got straight to the point.
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“Amir left Yoham several months ago,” I answered. “He didn’t want to
work with Einat and me anymore, he said that we were standing in the way of
his spiritual and musical dreams. In fact, he ……****………****………**……
and then ………******……………**………… and *…………………” I took a
breath. I hadn’t meant to get so worked up about it.

“Hmmm,” Kuthumi said. There was just a hint of a naughty smile on his face
as he calmly sipped his chai. Then he chirped, “Well, c’est la vie! Ciao amigo!
Bye, bye love, good luck!” He grinned and started humming one of those
annoying Bollywood melodies again.
I opened my mouth to protest his mocking, but he spoke again. “You know
he is a very talented musician, but also a clown with many faces, and you
always knew that it would end one day. And that’s okay, everything changes.
The question is, why are you still feeling angry about him?”
I felt into that for a moment, wanting to give a true answer. “Because I got
hurt and disappointed by someone I trusted and loved.”

20
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“My heart,” I replied. “It’s my very human heart that feels the pain.”

From Dreary into Life
Highlights from Wings Shoud 9
De la pesadez a la vida
Lo más destacado del Shaud 9
de la serie Alas

“Makyo! Let go of all your illusion. Makyo! Your esoteric confusion – you
know this song?” he teased me. “It looks like you still love the drama, my
friend. All humans do.”
Then he started singing. “Sita Ram, Sita Ram, Sita Ram…” I knew the chant
very well; it was one of the first I had learned in India. ‘Sita Ram’ means ‘unity
in the heart’ or ‘wholeness of the heart.’ I noticed that even though his voice
wasn’t very beautiful and his singing was off-key, there was something special
to it anyway. I found myself slowly sinking deeper into the moment, and then a
kind of vision began unfolding before me. I saw many different scenes – times
in my life when I got hurt and was crying, scenes of other people in fights and
battles, the cruelty and violence of humanity, man against man, man against
woman, man against nature and finally man against machine.

Losing the Human – Merabh
From Wings Shoud 9
Perdiendo al humano – Merabh
Del Shaud 9 de la serie Alas

All else was forgotten as those scenes and images rushed through my mind,
until suddenly I heard Kuthumi’s voice again. “Let it go! This is where it hurts;
not in your heart but in all those memories of your life and so many lifetimes.
Adamus has told you hundreds of times that it’s not yours. Let it go! It’s not
about Amir or anybody else acting badly towards you. You – and he – are
much grander than those stories. You are sovereign, you are the Master.”
I felt a glimmer of light flicker in the heart I thought had been broken as
Kuthumi continued. “Don’t you see, Master G, that all things change? They
must change, for change is life. Old ties have to be untied, old bonds let go,
old friendships and relationships dissolved so they can be re-created from a
new place. It’s in the re-discovery, the re-creation and the re-experience that
the human heart finds true joy. My dear friend, do you think you are the only
one who was hurt? The only one with terrible things spoken to him? I assure
you not. There is enough pain to drown the world if that’s all you see. But
look!” he said, pointing toward the curtain where a faint light could be seen.
“A new dawn always come, the shadows of the night are always erased, and
the Master has become just a little bit wiser.”
Suddenly I felt a hand on my arm, someone shaking me. I opened my eyes
and saw Einat’s face close to mine. “Did you have a bad dream?” she asked.
“You were shouting ‘Let it go, let it go!’”
“Oh, yes. I was having a dream, a very weird dream, but a good dream,” I
replied. It was still night, with a little more time for sleep. As I gathered her
into my arms and drifted back to dreamland, I heard the rumble of a truck
driving away, and the sound of someone belting out a lewd Bollywood tune
fading into the distance.

Magic of the Masters
A fantastic Shaumbra gathering
in October!

Ahmyo Retreat –
Faces of Shaumbra
English & Spanish workshops –
April 2018
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NEW VIDEOS

This Kuthumi fellow just laughed. “Oh, poor Master G, life’s a bitch sometimes, uuuhuu, and people, uuuhuu. But tell me, who is it that got hurt
so much? Was it really you? Was it your timeless, eternal self? Was it the
Master? Who?”

CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of purchase (or
from the date of broadcast, if applicable). We also provide online English transcripts and text translations when available. We hope you enjoy these essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES

(click titles for more info)

• Adamus’ Sensuality Clinic

• The Master’s Life, Part 6: No More!

• Addiction Unplugged

• The Master’s Life, Part 7: I Am Creation

• Ancestral Freedom

• The Master’s Voice

• Consciousness Revolution

• New Earth Update

• Consciousness Theater

• ProGnost 2016

• DreamWalker™ Birth

• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE

• DreamWalker® Death Transitions

• ProGnost 2017

• Four Masters in Munich

• ProGnost 2017 UPDATE

• Freedom… Now What?

• ProGnost 2018

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• Quantum Allowing

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here

• The Simple Master

• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

• The Master’s Life, Part 4: Sensuality

• Wound of Adam

• The Master’s Life, Part 5: Ahmyo

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 7: I AM CREATION

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $145 ($195 after July 31, 2018)
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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NEW!

A Cloud Class for those who have released old patterns and stuck energies and are ready to allow their
true creatorship to emerge. Let go of all preconceptions about creation, for it is something that has never
before been experienced in the human reality. It is
allowing the integration and Realization of the Master
self, and meeting the creator – you – within your creation. There is no room for wounds, fears and limitations, because true creation will only embed these
things deeper into your reality.
I Am Creation requires a large amount of spiritual
maturity, which means you’re no longer just focused
on the human identity and its needs, and it marks
the metamorphosis from the human caterpillar to the
integrated butterfly. You are strongly encouraged to
attend “Master’s Life 6 – No More!” before participating in “I Am Creation.”

CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

THE MASTER’S LIFE 6 – NO MORE!

NEW!

What’s holding you back? It’s time to let go and
Adamus is here to help. He talks about many of the
things holding Shaumbra back, such as energy holding, fighting duality and, especially, pushing down
anger that is simply part of the human experience.
However, he gives a very specific solution for freeing
this rather putrid energy, and the result will bring a
level of transformation that goes far beyond other
methods and techniques.
Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $195
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

In addition to several merabhs, Adamus also guides
a very special DreamWalk to the Crystal Caves. They
contain something very special, to be discovered
and experienced when you’re there. In this Cloud
Class is Adamus talking directly to you, wherever
you are, whenever you listen. Give yourself the gift
saying, “No more!”

DREAMWALKER ® DEATH TRANSITIONS

NEW!

During this class, you will experience two very special DreamWalks. In one, you will accompany a client
through the Near Earth and Crystalline realms all the
way to the Bridge of Flowers; in the other you will
be accompanied by your own Master Self into an
experience beyond words. You will learn how to be
a DreamWalker guide for others and also be invited
to dive deep into embodied death and allow your
true freedom.
Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $495
MORE INFO – ENGLISH

Whether or not you ever do a DreamWalk for someone else, experiencing this core Crimson Circle
class is provides valuable assistance in allowing
your own mastery.

WATCH EXCERPTS
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THE

CRITICS CORNER

Excerpts from Shaumbra reviews and comments on various products. To leave your own feedback on any class or product, simply go
to the item page in the Crimson Circle store and click on Ratings and Reviews!

THE MOST IMPORTANT EXPERIENCE

THIS EXPERIENCE IS WHY WE’RE HERE!

Can this be the most important experience? For me it is
for sure. I can say that the release of old concepts about
creation and why we are here is really not a joke, it might
happen in practical life. … It requires a lot of maturity
to get to the I Am Creation, just feel and allow for you
what’s right or feels right. … I truly appreciate also the
details – the filming / exceptional, lights, presentation,
the segment from beginning to end representing the
words of St. Germain, and I understand that it was not
an easy task to do that, so big thank you to Geoffrey,
Linda and all Crimson Circle staff for this artwork along
with Saint-Germain and the deep experience that he is
guiding us in.

Tobias, Kuthumi, and Adamus of St. Germain have been
walking and talking with us for nearly 2 decades that we
might become aware that the Creator has always been
here…...the Fruit of the Rose. Now it all comes together perfectly…. To use St. Germain’s word, this class is
simply a blissful experience.

~ F.I.

In essence, for me, the experience of The Master’s
Life Part 7—I Am Creation, is the epitome of “Nothing changed, AND everything is different!” It’s, at
the same time, the most subtle & sublime….and
…..the most profound life fulfilling experience – the
Realization of the Simplicity, Beauty, Radiance, &
Joy of I Am Creation.

I’m in awe of my own creation – and so grateful that
I gifted myself with this most beautiful material I ever
experienced so far! Thank you so much St. Germain,
your presence brought me to tears, I felt myself like
love incarnate. What a space, what amazing energies! What wisdom and depth! And the beautiful music and exquisite video-graphics are supporting the
experience so well – it’s a real synthesis of the arts.
My gratitude to everyone involved in this amazing
creation! I earned AND I deserve my wings and now
it’s time to soar... :)

~ P.S.

MOST
BEAUTIFUL
CORE MATERIAL

~ I.
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AND

AWESOME

THE

DEATH AND RE-BIRTH
I found Dreamwalker Death to be a deep energetic
experience. For those of you considering this class, I
would ask you if you are ready to go beyond your old
patterns? Are you ready to question the things that
have controlled your being? This class showed me the
old programs and old games and marked a point of
departure for me. The old family and lifetime patterns
that used to sit on me and poke at me are ending. I
can allow other people to do their thing, to stay in
those old patterns, but I am freeing myself to go beyond them. I’m allowing a totally new life experience
to come to me.

CRITICS CORNER

A VERY GOOD SELF-INVESTMENT FOR
ANYONE!
Through Quantum Allowing, all the following Cloud
Classes like the Master’s Life Series has become very
easy for me to allow. I can say that it is very, very, very
unique and beautiful and will serve anyone who truly
wants to experience the I Exist and the allowing and the
experience of it. Wow!
~ P.S.

~ J.
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

LOOK
WHERE YOU
WANT TO

GO!

Adventures of a
motorcycle Master

H

ave you ever wanted something for a very long time? Perhaps nothing important or necessary, just a secret little dream that may or
may not ever come true? Have you ever finally allowed it to come
true – and then wondered, “What the hell am I doing?!” I have. In fact, it’s
still happening.

By Jean Tinder
Content Manager
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I’ve harbored a secret desire since right around my 18th birthday. I had just
met a sweet young man and he had a motorcycle, a beautiful Honda Silver
Wing, and he took me out on it. There was a lot of stressful stuff going on at
the time, but those motorcycle rides were pure joy for me. A few months later
he sold his bike to pay for our wedding, and ever since I’ve wanted one of my

very own. I’ve dreamed about it for years,
imagining where I would ride, watching the
many kinds of bikes on the road and envying
the secret wave they use to greet each other.
It was a world I wanted to be part of, but
any time I’d consider it more seriously, there
were too many reasons to tuck the dream
back into hiding. “I have to be a responsible
adult now. It’s just a waste of money. What if
someone ran into me? Any mishap between
car and motorcycle makes it clear who has
the disadvantage.” Yes, plenty of reasons to
keep the dream just that – a dream.
Then several years ago my brother showed
up with a shiny new motorcycle. Not a Silver
Wing, but a lovely little red thing called a
Honda Rebel. I looked it over, grinning from
ear to ear, and blurted out, “Hey, if you ever
want to get rid of that bike, let me know!”
Well, the topic came up recently. He was
preparing for some big changes of his own
and lightening his load; did I still want the
bike? Yes, of course! Oh, wait… did I really?
What would I do with such a foolish contraption here in the mountains? I’m not a kid
anymore; is this really necessary? And the
real question: am I ready to bring this dream
out of the safety of my imagination into the
harsh light of reality?
After way too much arguing with myself
(and an invisible friend hollering something about “Just go for the experience,
ferchrissakes!!”) I found myself the happy
and slightly shocked owner of a real-life motorcycle; my
35-years-long dream finally come true! My son is envious;
I told him to get his own. My daughter thinks I’m having
a mid-life crisis; I told her my entire life has been a crisis,
it’s time to have some fun!
Anyway, after taking a spin around my neighborhood,
tipping the bike over on a gravel corner and getting
bruised and just a little scared of it – not actually frightened, mind you, just a bit of healthy respect – I decided

to sign up for a motorcycle safety course. All my life I’ve
done things on my own, proud of being self-taught and
figuring it out as I go. It’s a good way to learn resourcefulness, but also usually means a few dead ends and extra
bumps and bruises along the way. However, self-learning
at 65 mph with nothing between me and the pavement
didn’t sound terribly appealing, so I decided to choose
easy (and wise) and signed up for the class. After completing several hours of online assignments, the day
came for the real thing.
Driving my trusty – and safe – SUV to the training
ground, I cringed at the crappy weather. The middle of
May in Colorado can bring anything from blazing hot
sun to a couple feet of snow; this weekend was cold and
rainy. Arriving at 7:15 in the morning, I glanced around
at the other students, four men and another woman. I
was surprised to see that most of them were around my
age… perhaps gray hairs do bring wisdom! The woman
seemed to be the youngest, a busy mom who desperately needed to do something for herself.
The instructors took us through some classroom work,
then we all headed outside. The training area was a large
empty parking lot with special lines and markings painted
on the pavement along with the parking stripes. We were
each assigned a motorcycle for the next two days, and
the instructors made sure our safety gear was in place.
Helmet, gloves, boots, long pants, long sleeves – “All the
gear, all the time,” they reminded – and the fun began.
First, we learned about the clutch and – my personal
nemesis – The Friction Zone. That’s where the engine is
only partially engage with the rear wheel, with infinitely
varying degrees, which allows one to move the bike
along very slowly. This is a critical skill for safely slowing
to a stop, starting up again, and especially going through
tight sharp turns without falling over. I, however, tend to
go through life “full speed ahead,” and found the subtle
nuances of the friction zone particularly troublesome.
But, with lots of practice and constant mumbling reminders to myself, I started getting a little better.
Then it was on to more challenges, most of which
involved very tight turns. Figure eights, double U-turns,
turning sharply from a stopped position, quick swerves,
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quick stops, and a bunch of other nervewracking skills that could potentially save my
life out in traffic. We practiced every maneuver over and over and over again, wobbling,
skidding, turning, stalling. A couple students
even tipped their bikes over as we tried to
find the right balance, speed and turning
radius in situations of ever-increasing difficulty.
By the end of the first 9-hour day I was freezing, exhausted, sore – and very happy! I was
doing something completely different than
my usual activities and far outside my comfort
zone. It was both challenging and marvelous! I
was also learning some very important things
such as following directions, really being in my
body, trusting all four limbs to function together at the same time – clutch, throttle, brake,
gearshift, blinker, mirrors – and hoping my
brain wasn’t scrambled beyond repair with all
this ascension stuff. But there was one skill that
seemed to apply to every single activity, yet
was the hardest to incorporate. The instructors
repeated it over and over again, reminding us
between practice runs, yelling it as we rumbled
by, casually mentioning it during breaks. One
thing that made all the difference.
“Look where you want to go!” they shouted
over the engine noise as we passed. “Turn
your head, look all the way through the turn!”
To guide us during the various training segments, they used a combination of plastic
cones and painted lines. In the tight corners –
and even the not-so-tight ones – our tendency
was always to look at the lines and cones we
were trying to avoid. But doing so had exactly
the opposite effect! There’s apparently some
kind of motorcycle physics law that says,
“Your body, bike and ride precisely follow
your attention.” And it happens without fail!
The bike goes where you’re looking, utterly
regardless of where you want it to go. Every
single time someone had trouble, they were
looking at what to avoid. When they fell, they
were literally looking at the ground.
As I slowly began to absorb this ongoing lesson (and marvel at the instructors’ patience),
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I realized it’s a perfect example for
how reality actually works. “Look where
you want to end up!” they shouted.
They may as well have said, “Your
experience follows your attention!” or
“Energy serves your consciousness!”
Perhaps it was hard to learn because,
in a way, it feels unnatural. If I want to
stay inside that line, I better keep an
eye on it, right? If I’m having a problem
here, won’t looking over there make it
worse? But the remarkable thing was,
when I did manage to tear my eyes
away from the cones on the ground
and look “way over there,” my body
and the motorcycle magically ended
up over there! Instead of tipping over
as I feared, I pulled out of the wobble,
came into balance and rode like a
champ for at least 10 seconds!
It’s so much like life! We get all caught
up in what’s happening “right here,”
especially if we don’t like it – “Can’t
hit that dreaded cone!” – and then get
frustrated when it’s exactly what we
experience. The amazing thing is, the
whole entire field of potentials is open
to us! What we want might appear
to be in the future, but it’s really not.
“Over there” is just as present as “right
here”; the only difference is attention.
In all this, I’ve learned that dreams
are way more fun – and more scary –
when I let them become real. But really,
am I here for the concept of life or the
experience of it? By now, you can probably guess my answer. ;-)
I’ve also learned that if I’m facing a
problem or feel stuck in a rut, the best
thing is to stop looking at it, worrying
over it, complaining about it, and put
my attention on where I want to be.
Then the actions to get me there just
happen naturally. I do have to participate of course. My hands and feet have
to cooperate, my body has to stay on

the bike, I have to physically move the levers.
But mostly I have to stop thinking about “how”
to get there and just catch up with my self who’s
already there! I found that putting my attention
on something actually puts a part of me right
there, right now. Then I simply allow the rest of
me to catch up.
The challenge is that “here” is terribly seductive, constantly pulling at our attention. We
look at the barriers to avoid, the problems to
solve, the experiences we don’t want instead of
looking toward what we do want. “Why hasn’t
anything changed?” we ask, waiting for things
to be different but not doing anything different. But if you keep looking where you want
to go, not all the reasons you think it’s hard to
get there, and then allow, it happens almost by
magic! True, you might wobble a bit at first and
be tempted to look back at the problem. But
keep your attention on what you want, and it’ll
become your experience.
And, be easy on yourself. It takes a little practice. I started out pretty awkward, not a smooth
rider at all. But when I finally tore my gaze
away from the ground, looked all the way over
through the sharp turn, and felt the bike smooth
out and take me there without effort, I really got
it! Wherever I’m looking – around the corner or
down on the ground, my mastery or my poverty,
health and ease or effort and pain – that’s exactly where I’ll end up, because energies instantly
realign with my attention. I just have to hang on
and allow. That allowing is not passive though,
not at all! I have to participate in my creation –
ride the bike, shift the gears, type the words,
make the phone call, do the things. Allowing
means tossing my creation/attention out there,
then catching up with myself to see how it happened. What fun!
I’ve been putting my attention on several wonderful things lately, and sometimes it’s a hoot to
watch them unfold as I’m cruising in to meet
them. I just have to remember to keep looking
forward (way forward), use a gentle touch in the
friction zone, sit back and enjoy ride!
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
ASPECTOLOGY
SCHOOL

®

June 8-10, 2018
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

October 12-14, 2018
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS
June 9-11, 2018
Bogotá, Colombia
Hilda Diaz

June 8-10, 2018
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

June 12-14, 2018
Yokohama, Japan
Noriko Ookubo

June 15-17, 2018
La Tour-de-Trême, FR, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch

June 15-17, 2018
Bruchsal, Germany
Viola Koehler

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

June 22-24, 2018
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen
August 24-26, 2018
Newbury, West Berkshire, United Kingdom
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp
January 4-6, 2019
Newbury, West Berkshire, United Kingdom
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp

DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS
June 15-17, 2018
Syke, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer
June 29-July 1, 2018
Liebefeld near Berne, Switzerland
Heidi Staeheli

June 22-24, 2018
Munich, Germany
Antje Westermann
July 6-8, 2018
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril
July 13-15, 2018
Bruchsal, Germany
Viola Koehler
August 10-12, 2018
Munich, Germany
Antje Westermann
August 24-26, 2018
Maraba, PA, Brazil
Julio Oliveira
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

September 14-16, 2018
Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Lucieta Gavril

June 26-28, 2018
Bucharest, Romania
Mirela Ghenea and Carmen Mihaela Rivalet

September 21-23, 2018
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook
September 28-30, 2018
Syke, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer
November 2-4, 2018
Zurich, Switzerland
Eveline Rufer
January 25-27, 2019
Walding by Linz, Austria
Andrea Fuchs

NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZE™
June 14-17, 2018
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION

July 13-15, 2018
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy and Robert Gulyas

June 23-24, 2018
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy

July 20-22, 2018
Bogotá, Colombia
Hilda Diaz
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL
June 15-17, 2018
ONLINE from Louisville, United States
Geoff & Linda Hoppe

August 17-19, 2018
Copenhaguen, Denmark
Jean-Pascal Danos

June 22-24, 2018
Meadow Springs, Mandurah, Australia
Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska and Jakaleen Archilles

August 24-26, 2018
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

June 22-24, 2018
Warsaw, Poland
Vie Palle and Magdalena Proch

August 24-26, 2018
Rodgau near Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

June 29-July 1, 2018
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

October 19-21, 2018
Newbury, West Berkshire, United Kingdom
Edward Sharp and Natasa Babnik

July 17-19, 2018
Bucharest, Romania
Carmen Mihaela Rivalet and Mirela Ghenea
July 27-29, 2018
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen
August 3-5, 2018
Saint Victor sur Ouche, France
Jean-Pascal Danos and Liliia Kiselova
August 3-5, 2018
Heerlen, Netherlands
Amy Jecheva and John McCurdy
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NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

Cloud Class

TML6 – No More!

CZ, DE, ES, FI, NO, PL, PT

MORE
INFO

Cloud Class

Simple Master Allowing & And

CZ, DE, FR, JP, LV, NO, RO

MORE
INFO

Cloud Class

Sensuality Clinic

DE, JP, NO, PL, RO, RU

MORE
INFO

Merabh

Merabh of Isis &
Adam

CZ,FI,DE,IT,LV,NO,PL,RO,RU,SR,ES

MORE
INFO

Cloud Class

Master’s Life 4 –
Sensuality

BG,FR,CZ,DE,JP,NO,PTRO,RU,ES

MORE
INFO

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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